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We at All Counties DUI + Ankle Monitoring & Services would like to inform you that we offer 

ankle monitoring. The ankle monitoring program is an alternative sentencing tool for 

rehabilitating and reforming the lives of offenders. Our primary goal is to not only save the city, 

county and state the average daily cost of incarceration, but to also position the client to achieve 

a better outcome through monitoring either it be alcohol, GPS or RF-House arrest. There are 

three monitoring systems we offer which are Alcohol, GPS and RF-house arrest.  

 

 What is the alcohol ankle monitoring and how does it work? 

 

Answer: SCRAMx® (Secure Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitor), a 24/7 monitoring tool that 

combines continuous alcohol monitoring (CAM).SCRAMx effectively separates offenders from 

alcohol and mitigate risks by:  

 Testing for alcohol consumption every 30 minutes  

 Keeping offenders off the streets during peak hours for DUI 

 Driving greater accountability (9 out of 10 fully abstain from alcohol while monitored)   

 Having an unparalleled, court-validated track record 

 Reducing recidivism (NCSC, 2008)  

 Helping adult offenders and even juveniles get sober, reform their lives and “Stay out of 

the system” for good 

 Being continuously monitored without impacting budgets or taxpayer dollars?  

 Not pose a threat to public safety?  

 

SCRAMx can streamline alcohol-offender management for your court just as it has for the 

1,800 courts that have implemented SCRAMx programs – with 200,000+ offenders 

monitored in 48 states. To date, 92% of offenders who have been monitored are compliant 

on a daily basis – no drinking or tampering – while monitored. Offenders themselves report 

that “SCRAMx is a great deterrent,” and 88% affirm that it helped them to stop drinking.    

 

 What is GPS and RF monitoring? 

 

Answer: GPS - allows real time monitoring of the location and movements of the offender. 

This cutting edge technology creates awareness of the location of the offender at all times, 

allowing the individual to safely and securely live outside the prison system. The benefits of 

the monitoring service will allow us to aid law enforcement, courts, probation offices, 

bonding companies, parole officers, etc…. 



Answer: RF-House arrest - This radio frequency (RF) transceiver records the date and time when 

enrollees enter and leave their homes. A house arrest is an alternative form of incarceration in 

which the offender serves his or her sentence while in the confines of his or her home.  

 

Services: Personalized 24/7 monitoring and support, Web based access, Detailed historical 

offender activity documentation, Expert witness court assistance, Prompt installation and removal 

services. 

 What is the cost? 

 

As a court-validated sentencing option, these monitoring bracelets not only spare the state, 

county and city the $79.85* average daily cost of incarceration, but also positions the client to 

achieve a better outcome through treatment.   

 

The estimated cost of the monitoring to the offender will be as follows: 

Alcohol Ankle Monitoring -  

$12.00 daily to offender utilizing land line 

$14.00 daily to offender including cell phone adapter in lieu of no land line  

 

 

GPS Ankle Monitoring -  

$10.50 daily to offender  

 

RF  Monitoring (house arrest)- 

$10.50 daily to offender  

 

 

We invite you to contact us for any questions or concerns you may have.  

Feel free to contact us at All Counties DUI + Ankle Monitoring & Services, 

at (706) 935-4384. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Chasity Catlin – Owner                                                                              
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